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Dear Secretary, 

Submission to the Inquiry into the Operations of Toll Roads in 
Queensland 

We thank the Transport and Public Works Committee for the opportunity to provide our submission to 
the Inquiry into the Operations of Toll Roads in Queensland (Inquiry). \ 

 

1. ABOUT IAQ 

The Infrastructure Association of Queensland (IAQ) was formed in 1994. We are designed to 
encourage private sector participants involved in the development, ownership or operation of 
infrastructure projects to meet their industry peers, potential clients and customers to discuss and act 
upon infrastructure issues which affect the industry as a whole.  

Today, IAQ is committed to connecting, informing and developing Queensland’s infrastructure 
industry. Working within its four strategic priorities of Process, Pipeline, Private Sector Engagement 
and Industry Advocacy, IAQ is focused on understanding best practice from around the world and 
engaging with all tiers of government to shape important policy to benefit all Queenslanders.  

 
2. SUMMARY OF OUR SUBMISSION 

Overview 
IAQ submits that toll roads play a vital role in establishing an efficient and diverse Queensland 
transport network, and that toll roads provide a positive contribution to individual toll road users and 
the broader South-East Queensland economy.  
 
Direct user charging, such as in the form of tolls, provides an alternative source of revenue in times of 
constrained public spending, allowing private sector investment in infrastructure delivery.  This 
investment assists Governments in the delivery of first-class transport projects that mitigate the effect 
of rising urban congestion levels in Greater Brisbane.  
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Terms of Reference Considered by IAQ 

In making these submissions, IAQ have responded to items (a), (b) and (d) in the terms of reference 
of the Inquiry, referenced in the Legislative Assembly motion passed on 13 June 2018: 
 
(a) the operation of existing toll roads in South-East Queensland;  
(b) toll pricing and incentive options to deliver better outcomes for Queenslanders; and 
(d) possible measures to continue to improve customer service standards. 
(Terms of Reference). 
 
Where IAQ have referred to supporting material in these submissions, for convenience extracts of any 
relevant material have been provided in the attachments to this document. However, due to the 
complexity and research based nature of this material, the full report (and not only the extracts) 
should be relied upon. 
 
3. FUNDING ROAD PROJECTS 

This section addresses the following items of the Terms of Reference:  
(a)  the operation of existing toll roads in South-East Queensland; and 
(b)  toll pricing and incentive options to deliver better outcomes for Queenslanders. 

Growth in Queensland 
Population growth in South-East Queensland is rapid, with total population projected to be 5 million by 
2030.1  This growth will increase congestion levels in Greater Brisbane, creating a genuine need for 
quality road infrastructure assets. Growth at this scale will require Greater Brisbane to transform itself, 
with the State Government facing increasing pressure to provide quality infrastructure assets which 
are delivered efficiently. 
 
IAQ's view is that rising population provides an exciting opportunity to implement policies that will 
transform Greater Brisbane and strengthen future planning of public transport projects. 
 
Funding Required to Deliver Road Projects 
Transport infrastructure is inherently challenging to fund due to competing budgetary policies. The 
recurrent annual cost of operating and maintaining the existing public transport networks, combined 
with the limited policy options available to Governments to increase revenue (e.g. via new taxes or 
asset sales), places financial constraints upon Queensland's ability to promptly deliver new transport 
projects. 
 
Tolling is a form of direct user charging, meaning that the ultimate customer (the toll road user) by 
choice pays for the benefit received from using the transport asset (i.e. time savings).  The Revenues 
collected from tolls allow such projects to be funded by private sector debt and equity, usually with a 
contribution from traditional public sector funding sources.  This additional source of private sector 
funds generated by tolling has enabled the delivery (and often maintenance) of major road projects 
where government sector funding has been constrained.  In terms of future policy development, the 
Australian Infrastructure Plan 2016 endorses a transition to a user pays approach as a “priority for 
Australia’s governments to provide greater fairness and equity in how we pay for roads”.2  The 
                                                   
1 The 2016 Australian Infrastructure Plan noted that the four largest cities (including Brisbane) are set to undergo higher density 

urban transformation: http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/policy-
publications/publications/files/Australian_Infrastructure_Plan.pdf.  

2 2016 Australian Infrastructure Plan, page 9: http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/policy-
publications/publications/files/Australian_Infrastructure_Plan.pdf. 
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endorsement of this policy approach in Queensland is critical to securing the efficient development of 
future projects by linking toll charges with the required level of funding. 
 
It is clear that many of Australia’s major road projects could not have been developed without 
assistance from the private sector.  A study by KPMG (2015) estimated a delayed implementation of 
road projects of about 10 years without private sector investment.3  For this reason, IAQ submits that 
tolling should continue to be used as a method of partnering with the private sector to cover the cost 
of constructing, maintaining and operating first-class road assets.  
 
4. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BENEFITS OF TOLL ROADS 

Terms of Reference:  
(a)  the operation of existing toll roads in South-East Queensland; and 
(b)  toll pricing and incentive options to deliver better outcomes for Queenslanders. 

Congestion Costs 
Congestion imposes significant costs on individuals and the community, including extra travel time, 
increased vehicle operating costs, and environmental costs such as poorer air quality.  Reducing 
congestion by improvement of road infrastructure is likely to be a growing and key concern of 
Queensland commuters which it will expect the Government to respond to.  
 
The Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics studied the long-term trends in 
traffic growth, and estimated the consequent impacts and projected costs of traffic growth on road 
network congestion in Australian capital cities. Broadly, the report found that projected traffic delay 
increases mean that the ‘avoidable cost’ of congestion for Australian capital cities will be at around 
$30 billion by 2030.  In Brisbane, the projected avoidable cost accounts for approximately $4.1 billion 
– $5.9 billion by 2030.4   
 
The development of future toll roads in Queensland as a city-shaping benefit has the potential to 
reduce journey times and the strain on Greater Brisbane’s transport network.  This will significantly 
reduce the projected avoidable congestion costs.  
 
Individual and community benefits 

Two studies in the last decade show an economic and community benefit of Australian toll roads to 
the wellbeing of Australia, in particular the ability to directly reduce urban congestion.5  
 
These studies have shown that on a cost-benefit analysis, there is a net positive contribution received 
from toll roads.  The benefits received by toll users and community as a whole outweighs the cost (i.e 
the toll price).  Commonly cited social and economic benefits include: 
 

 travel time savings; 
 vehicle operating cost savings;  
 crash cost savings; and  
 reduced vehicle emissions.6  

                                                   
3 KPMG 2015, Economic Contribution of Australia’s Toll Roads, report prepared for Transurban Limited, 11 August: 

https://www.transurban.com/content/dam/transurban-pdfs/02/news/report_economiccontributionaustollroads.pdf. 
4 Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, Information Sheet on Traffic congestion cost trends for 

Australian capital cities: https://bitre.gov.au/publications/2015/files/is_074.pdf/  
5 Ernst and Young (2009), The economic contribution of Sydney’s toll roads to NSW and Australia; KPMG (2015) Economic 

Contribution of Australia’s Toll Roads, report prepared for Transurban Limited, 11 August 2015: 
http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/policy-publications/publications/files/Eco_contribn_of_sydney's_Toll-Roads_EY2008.pdf  
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In relation to individual toll road users, KPMG (2015) estimated that in 2014 the total discounted road 
user benefits of toll roads in Australia were about $38.3 billion.  Of this figure, 60% were due to travel 
time savings and travel time reliability benefits experienced by toll road users.   
 
Case Study - NSW 

Additionally, a report by EY (2009) considered the economic contribution of Sydney’s toll roads on 
NSW.  The report found that toll roads led to a positive economic contribution to the NSW economy of 
circa $22.7 billion.  
 
The report estimated that the environmental benefit (from reduced greenhouse gas emissions) was to 
the value of $1.1 billion.  Significantly, in relation to individual toll road users, the report estimated an 
overall increase in the value of vehicle operating cost benefits (+20%), travel time savings (+19%) and 
accident reduction benefits (+41%).7 
 
Other benefits included greater connectivity, enhanced business and residential development, and 
increased employment opportunities. 
 
5. LOOKING AHEAD 

Term of Reference – (d) measures to continue to improve customer service standards. 

In Queensland, it is IAQ’s understanding that tolls are set under the Road Franchise Agreements and 
the PPP Project Deeds between the State and the owners of the toll roads. 
 
IAQ also would expect that the commercial arrangements under which the current owners acquired 
the toll roads required the contribution of debt and equity, with fixed rates of repayment or return.  
These fixed level of financial commitments would require servicing via the toll payments that were 
agreed when the toll assets were acquired. 
 
Therefore it is IAQ’s understanding that under the toll agreements, if the State were to require a toll 
road owner to collect tolls lower than the approved maximum levels, the State would be required to 
provide compensation. This compensation would have to be paid from consolidated revenue and 
would have the effect of reducing the public funding available for other transport and social 
infrastructure projects in Queensland. 
 
In light of the above circumstances, IAQ submits that there is opportunity for Government to play a 
leadership role if it wishes to drive changes to the tolling system in South-East Queensland.  For 
example, incentivising variable tolling through Government contributions or subsidies would be a 
welcomed innovation for improving toll users’ experience. However, the private sector funding 
arrangements currently in place would likely preclude the existing owners of Queensland’s toll roads 
from implementing these changes on their own. 

                                                                                                                                                              
6 Ernst and Young note the three main quantifiable direct benefits are travel time savings, vehicle operating cost savings, and 

crash cost savings; Ernst and Young (2009), The economic contribution of Sydney’s toll roads to NSW and Australia, page 
20: http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/policy-publications/publications/files/Eco_contribn_of_sydney's_Toll-
Roads_EY2008.pdf. 

7 Ernst and Young (2009), The economic contribution of Sydney’s toll roads to NSW and Australia: 
http://infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/policy-publications/publications/files/Eco_contribn_of_sydney's_Toll-
Roads_EY2008.pdf. 
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Yours faithfully 
Infrastructure Association of Queensland 

 
 

 
 
Steve Abson 

CEO 
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Attachment 1 
Extract from the Australian Infrastructure Plan 2016, pages 6 and 7 
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Attachment 2 
Extract from Ernst and Young (2009), The economic contribution of 
Sydney’s toll roads to NSW and Australia; pages 5 and 7, and 20 to 23 
(inclusive).  
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Attachment 3 
Extract from KPMG (2015) Economic Contribution of Australia’s Toll 
Roads; pages 1, 2, 32 and 33 
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Attachment 4 

Extract from Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional 
Economics, Information Sheet on Traffic congestion cost trends for 
Australian capital cities; pages 1 and 30 
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